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DOJ Defies Congress, Refuses to Hand Over Audio of Biden
Interview
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The Department of “Justice” is refusing to
hand over the audio recordings of special
counsel Robert Hur’s interview with Joe
Biden. House Judiciary Committee
Republicans have dubbed the DOJ’s excuse
an “incomprehensibly absurd position,” and
the House passed resolutions to hold U.S.
Attorney General Merrick Garland in
contempt. TNA editorial members discuss
what’s at the center of the DOJ’s latest stunt.

Also in this episode:

@ 19:23 | The butcher of Iran died in a helicopter crash. Will this change anything?

@ 30:17 | Pop culture is castigating Kansas City Chiefs kicker Harrison Butker for saying very religious
things during a commencement speech at a religious school.

@ 50:41 | Republican Kentucky Rep. Thomas Massie recently introduced a bill to end the Federal
Reserve.

RELATED

Read “Imposing the New World Order.”

Watch “The Inflation Scam Is Grand Theft by the Deep State.”

Get a copy of the best book on the Federal Reserve HERE.
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Subscribe to the New American
Get exclusive digital access to the most informative,

non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!

Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.

From politics and finance to foreign affairs, environment, culture,
and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.

Subscribe

What's Included?
24 Issues Per Year
Optional Print Edition
Digital Edition Access
Exclusive Subscriber Content
Audio provided for all articles
Unlimited access to past issues
Coming Soon! Ad FREE
60-Day money back guarantee!
Cancel anytime.
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